
DJ,
  I called the marina in Oakland and there is no way to get space near the show.  Maybe we just send something like this to Jonathan

Jonathan,
   We tried to work with SA to bring Lost Soul to Oakland and promote free tours, but it looks like the cost will not make it possible.  As we made a 
premature announcement that it would be there (we thought that after our meeting in Chicago it had been set) we had better let folks know it would not.
  With the new structure at this show it just doesn't make business sense.  When we add the $3900 "new" cost for the show, to the $4500 cost for the 
party, adding another $2500 to our costs would mean there would be no way for us to come out ahead.   We tried to work with SA to help promote this 
event in every way.  It just seems odd that the only show we may have to cancel is also the only SA show, and the only West Coast show which is where 
we are headquartered.
  We are currently going over the new cost structure to see if we can continue to participate in this show at all.
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